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	Accelerated DOM Scripting with Ajax, APIs, and Libraries, 9781590597644 (1590597648), Apress, 2007
Accelerated DOM Scripting with Ajax, APIs, and Libraries will give you a better understanding of JavaScript. You can then take that new knowledge and apply it to various facets of web development such as Ajax, animation, and other DOM scripting tasks. Having this deeper understanding is an important step to improving your own code as well as accelerating your development by using popular JavaScript libraries. With the popularity of DOM scripting these days, I wrote this book to shed some additional light on current techniques and hopefully add some clarity to it all.

Who This Book Is For

This book is intended for those of you who have done some JavaScript before. You understand the syntax and have put together some basic scripts such as rollovers or pop-up windows. Having experience with server-side programming is not necessary, but is always an asset.
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Mac OS X System AdministrationMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Build and manage a powerful network on Mac OS X Server


	Boost productivity and foster collaboration using the powerful networking tools available in Mac OS X Snow Leopard Server. With clear, detailed explanations and step-by-step instructions, Mac OS X System Administration shows you how to plan, construct, and manage a...


		

Unity 3 Game Development HotshotPackt Publishing, 2011

	Only Unity fits the bill of being a game engine that allows you to create a full 3D game for free, and with phenomenal community support. This book will equip you with the skills to create professional looking games at no cost.


	Unity 3 Game Development Hotshot will teach you how to exploit the full array of Unity 3D's...


		

CMMI for Services: Guidelines for Superior Service (2nd Edition) (SEI Series in Software Engineering)Addison Wesley, 2011

	CMMI® for Services (CMMI-SVC) is a comprehensive set of guidelines to help organizations establish and improve processes for delivering services. By adapting and extending proven standards and best practices to reflect the unique challenges faced in service industries, CMMI-SVC offers providers a practical and focused...





	

Reliability, Maintainability and RiskNewnes, 2001
This 6th edition incorporates brand new material on the accuracy of reliability prediction and common cause failure based on the author's PhD research work.  David J. Smith approaches these subjects from an entirely original and unique viewpoint, emphasising that the need to demonstrate that safety-related systems have been assessed against target...

		

Urological CancersSpringer, 2005

	Urological cancer constitutes approximately 30% of all cancer occurring in the Third

	and Second Worlds. In the main, these diseases are caused by environmental factors,

	such as diet and smoking, and it is hoped that action to regulate the influence of

	these environmental pathogens will lead to a decreased incidence over the next two...

		

A Laboratory Course in C++ Data Structures, Second EditionJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2003

	With a dynamic learn-by-doing focus, this laboratory manual encourages students to explore data structures by implementing them, a process through which students discover how data structures work and how they can be applied.


	We have used James Robergé’s laboratory manual for three years at Taylor University. The...
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